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Rapid deployment and response is made possible with accurate,
complete and validated worldwide aeronautical data.
Jeppesen provides integrated worldwide NavData and mission support solutions to enable government and
military users to respond quickly—anywhere around the globe. The ability to navigate through international
airspace using data rich and highly accurate navigation information is a key enabler to mission success and
a rapid projection of air power—in any situation.
The Most Comprehensive Aviation Database Available

Data Delivery

We use only original source information, such as governmentissued aeronautical information publications, supplements, circulars,
NOTAMs, etc. to populate the Jeppesen Aviation Database. Flight
information experts carefully analyze, validate and verify up to 47,000
pieces of source information each 28-day update cycle, from virtually
every country in the world.

Every 28-day cycle we deliver thousands of databases to customers
around the globe. Our production systems package the ARINC 424
data in avionics-specific formats, and then we deliver it quickly and
efficiently via the web and data transfer services. You get the right
data, at the right time to support your missions.

The Jeppesen Aviation Database contains well over one million
records, and only Jeppesen offers worldwide coverage to more
than 7,000 airports and the associated procedures, including RNP
and GPS. All records are formatted in accordance with the ARINC
specification 424, the global standard for navigation systems
databases. Accuracy is at the forefront of everything we do. We hold
Letters of Acceptance (LoA) from FAA and EASA, and comply with
several international standards (ISO 9001/DO-200B), for our NavData
production processes.
Our database’s comprehensive content, coverage and thorough
data validation and verification procedures is why Jeppesen is the
aviation industry’s first choice for navigation data, supporting flight
management systems, GPS systems, flight and mission planning
systems, simulators and more.

Tailored NavData Solutions
We are globally recognized as the data experts and we provide
additional data services to meet specific operational requirements.

Select from:
ee Standard geographical areas
ee Areas based on latitude/longitude boundaries
ee ARINC 424 record type
ee Specific data content
ee Minimum runway lengths
ee High and low altitude airways
ee Or customize your NavData service to meet your specific
operational requirements

Learn more about what we offer.
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